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Happy reading season 
from the MIT Press

Born in Cambridge
400 Years of Ideas and 
Innovators
Karen Weintraub and 
Michael Kuchta
“Born in Cambridge covers a ton 
of ground, but part of the book’s 
charm is turning its pages and 
not knowing what gem of a piece 
of local history you’ll stumble 
upon next.”
—The Cambridge Chronicle

Where Futures 
Converge
Kendall Square and the Making 
of a Global Innovation Hub
Robert Buderi
“A biogeography of the area, a 
compelling history of the place, 
and a lively portrait of what it is 
today.”
—Boston Globe 

Happy reading season 
from the MIT Press

Carbon Queen
The Remarkable Life 
of Nanoscience Pioneer 
Mildred Dresselhaus
By Maia Weinstock
“An exceptional biography 
showcasing the achievements of 
a brilliant scientist who broad-
ened the range of the possible 
for women.”
—Booklist, 
STARRED REVIEW

Seeing Science
The Art of Making the Invisible 
Visible
Jack Challoner
“A worthy addition to any 
science collection, featuring 
stunning full-color images with 
broad appeal for multiple 
levels of engagement.”
—Library Journal

WBCN and the 
American Revolution
How a Radio Station Defi ned 
Politics, Counterculture, and 
Rock and Roll
Bill Lichtenstein
Silver Medal, Best Regional 
Non-Fiction, US Northeast, 
Independent Publisher 
Book Awards
MHA STAR Award, 
Massachusetts History Alliance
The New England Society Book 
Award in the Specialty category

In the Black Fantastic 
Ekow Eshun
Publishers Weekly Fall 2022 
Indie Pick
“Eshun’s In Black Fantastic is 
an attempt — informed by 
conversations he had with the 
exhibition’s artists — to defi ne 
Black creativity and imagination 
on its own terms.”
—The New York Times
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The Butcher and the Wren
Alaina Urquhart
From the co-host of chart-topping 
true crime podcast Morbid, a thrilling 
debut novel told from the dueling 
perspectives of a notorious serial 
killer and the medical examiner 
following where his trail of 
victims leads. 
Zando
$27.00  |  9781638930143 

Now Is Not the Time to Panic 
Kevin Smith
A Most Anticipated Book of Fall from: 
Time, USA Today,  Vulture, Associated 
Press,The Boston Globe, BookPage, 
BookRiot, Publishers Weekly, LitHub.  
A bighearted novel about two teenage 
misfits who spectacularly collide one 
fateful summer, and the art they make 
that changes their lives forever. 
Ecco Press
$27.99  |  9780062913500

The Hero of This Book 
Elizabeth McCracken

A taut, groundbreaking new novel 
from bestselling and award-winning 

author Elizabeth McCracken, about a 
writer’s relationship with her larger-

than-life mother—and about the very 
nature of writing, memory, and art. 

Ecco Press
$26.99  |  9780062971272

Demon Copperhead
Barbara Kingsolver

A boy born to a single, teenage 
mother grows up tough in Appalachia, 
demonstrating a remarkable capacity 

for surviving foster care, child labor, 
and terrible schools while balancing 
athletic triumph with heartbreak and 

addiction. What matters most: his  
rural roots ultimately render him 

invisible to society. 
Harper 

$32.50  |  9780063251922

Before Your Memory Fades 
Toshikazu Kawaguchi
The latest novel in the international 
bestselling Before the Coffee Gets 
Cold Series, following four new 
customers in a little Tokyo café 
where customers can travel  
back in time.
Hanover Square Press
$19.99  |  9781335429285

Mad Honey 
Jodi Picoult and 
Jennifer Finney Boylan 
A soul-stirring novel about what we 
choose to keep from our past and 
what we choose to leave behind, 
from the New York Times bestselling 
author of Wish You Were Here  
and the bestselling author of  
She’s Not There. 
Ballantine Books 
$29.99  |  9781984818386

Bloodchild and Other Stories 
Octavia E. Butler 

A perfect introduction for new 
readers and a must-have for avid 

fans, this New York Times Notable 
Book includes “Bloodchild,” winner 

of both the Hugo and the Nebula 
awards and Speech Sounds, 

winner of the Hugo Award.
Seven Stories Press

$22.95  |  9781644212479

The Lost Girls of Willowbrook 
Ellen Marie Wiseman 
From the New York Times bestselling 
author of The Orphan Collector…
Girl, Interrupted meets American 
Horror Story in 1970s Staten Island, 
as a young woman is mistakenly 
imprisoned at the real-life 
Willowbrook State School. 
Kensington Publishing 
$16.95  |  9781496715883

Fiction
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Such a Pretty Girl 
T. Greenwood 
Against the nostalgic grit of 1970s 
New York City, the precarious lines 
between girl and woman, art and 
obscenity, fetish and fame flicker and 
ignite for a young girl on the brink of 
stardom and a mother on the verge of 
collapse in this vividly lyrical drama.
Kensington Publishing 
$16.95  |  9781496739322

Natural History 
Andrea Barrett
Andrea Barrett completes the 
beautiful arc of intertwined lives 
of a family of scientists, teachers, 
and innovators that she has been 
weaving through multiple books 
since her National Book Award-
winning collection, Ship Fever. 
W.W. Norton & Company
$26.95  |  9781324035190

Livid 
Patricia Cornwell

In this thrilling installment of the  
#1 bestselling series, chief medical 

examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta finds 
herself a reluctant star witness 

in a sensational televised murder 
trial causing chaos in Old Town 

Alexandria with the threat  
of violent protests.

Grand Central Publishing
$29.00  |  9781538725160

Nona the Ninth 
Tamsyn Muir

“Nona’s lovely, simple, and 
occasionally silly voice works 

especially well in juxtaposition with 
the dark, dense backdrop of the 
series so far, creating a riveting 
contrast. Readers will be on the 

edges of their seats.”—Publishers 
Weekly, starred review

Tordotcom
$28.99  |  9781250854117

The Night and Its Moon 
CJ Piper
An addictive fantasy romance from 
TikTok sensation Piper CJ, now newly 
revised and edited. Two orphans grow 
into powerful young women as they 
face countless threats to find their 
way back to each other.
Bloom Books 
$18.99  |  9781728270678

The Last Chairlift 
John Irving 
Acclaimed writer John Irving returns 
with his first novel in seven years— 
a ghost story, a love story, and a 
lifetime of sexual politics. A family 
saga of seven decades, The Last 
Chairlift, magnificently reflects  
the tensions in our cultural and 
political landscape. 
Simon & Schuster 
$38.00  |  9781501189272

Cloud Cuckoo Land 
Anthony Doerr

The National Book Award finalist, 
Cloud Cuckoo Land by Anthony 

Doerr, the Pulitzer Prize–winning 
author of All the Light We Cannot 

See, is a beautiful, redemptive tale 
about stewardship—of the book, 
of the Earth, of the human heart.

Scribner Book Company 
$20.00  |  9781982168445

Fairy Tale 
Stephen King 

King goes into the deepest well of his 
imagination in this spellbinding novel 
about a seventeen-year-old boy who 

inherits the keys to a parallel world 
where good and evil are at war,  

and the stakes could not be  
higher—for that world or ours.

Scribner Book Company 
$32.50  |  9781668002179

Fiction
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You Are Not Alone 
Ken Duckworth 
Written with authority and 
compassion, this is the essential 
resource for individuals and 
families seeking expert guidance on 
diagnosis, treatment, and recovery, 
featuring inspiring, true stories from 
real people in their own words.
Zando 
$28.95  |  9781638930006

Around the World in 80 Birds 
Mike Unwin
This beautiful and inspiring book 
tells the stories of 80 birds around 
the world: from the Sociable Weaver 
Bird in Namibia which constructs 
huge, multi-nest ‘apartment blocks’ 
in the desert, to the Bar-headed 
Goose of China, one of the highest-
flying migrants which crosses the 
Himalayas twice a year.
Laurence King 
$24.99  |  9780857828958

Mirror in the Sky: The Life and Music 
of Stevie Nicks

Simon Morrison
This biography from distinguished 

music historian Simon Morrison 
examines Nicks as a singer and 

songwriter before and beyond her 
career with Fleetwood Mac, from  

the Arizona landscape of her 
childhood to the strobe-lit Night of 

1000 Stevie’s celebrations.
University of California Press

$24.95  |  9780520304437

License to Travel
Patrick Bixby 

Discover the surprising global history 
of how the passport has shaped art, 

thought, and human experience to 
define the modern world.

University of California Press
$24.95  |  9780520375857

Illustrated Black History 
George McCalman 
A gorgeous collection of  
145 original portraits that 
celebrates Black pioneers—
famous and little-known—in 
politics, science, literature, 
music, and more—with 
biographical reflections, all 
created and curated by an 
award-winning graphic designer.
HarperOne
$40.00  |  9780062913234

Be a Man
The Be a Man Guy 
This funny and insightful book 
showcases all new stories, vignettes, 
anecdotes, and pearls of wisdom; 
celebrating and poking fun at the 
strengths and flaws of men today,  
as well as offering timeless advice  
on how to be a man. 
Harper Perennial 
$20.00  |  9780063272675

This Is Our City 
Tony Massarotti

A celebration of the last two 
decades of sports success  

in Boston from the co-host of 
the #1 sports radio show 

in New England.
Abrams Press

$30.00  |  9781419753589

Every Wrong Direction
Dan Burt 

Recreating and dissecting the bitter 
education of Dan Burt, an American 

émigré who never found a home 
in America, this memoir follows 

his wanderings through three 
countries and seven cities over 43 

years, culminating in his emigration 
to Britain, the country where he 

finally found a home.
Rutgers University Press

$34.95  |  9781978830141

Epic Road Trips of the Americas
Lonely Planet 
Ranging in duration from a few 
hours to a week or more, each 
route is graded according to 
difficulty and features a first-hand 
account accompanied by awe-
inspiring photographs, illustrated 
maps, practical information and 
suggestionsor other similar 
road trips.
Lonely Planet 
$35.00  |   9781838695330

The Journey
James Norbury 
The journey of Big Panda and 
Tiny Dragon continues with an 
inspiring story of friendship and 
discovery for readers of all ages.
Mandala Publishing 
$21.99  |  9781647229733

Nonfiction
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Objects of Love and Regret
Richard Rabinowitz
An acclaimed historian and 
museum curator tells the story of his 
immigrant Jewish family through  
the everyday objects in their lives, 
from chairs and bottle openers  
to bottles of perfume. 
Belknap Press
$29.95  |  9780674268593

Anthems We Love 
Steve Baltin 
From U2 to Carly Simon, the 
Temptations to TLC, artists describe 
in their own words how their songs 
became the soundtrack of your life 
in this celebration of music featuring 
original interviews by music journalist 
Steve Baltin.
Harper Horizon
$27.99  |   9780785290520

What Makes Us Human? 
Iain S. Thomas, Gpt-3 

and Jasmine Wang 
A contemporary and moving 

exploration of what makes us 
humans, humans. What happens 
when the world’s most advanced 

AI is prompted with the spiritual 
and philosophical texts that have 

formed the basis of human belief—
and then answers our most 

pressing questions about life? 
Sounds True 

$24.99  |  9781649630179

American Roots 
Nick McCullough,  

Allison McCullough and  
Teresa Woodard

A lushly photographed, truly 
inspiring celebration of the 

wide-ranging styles that define 
the modern American garden, 
as revealed through the home 
gardens of twenty of the most 

important designers and 
creatives working today.

Timber Press
$40.00  |  9781643261164

Tesla: Wizard at War
Marc Seifer
The internationally bestselling Tesla 
historian reveals stunning insights into 
the particle beam weapon known as 
Tesla’s Death Ray, Tesla’s connections 
to the top echelons of international 
power, and how his brilliant work 
continues to shape global military 
technology and diplomatic  
strategies today. 
Citadel Press
$28.00  |  9780806540962

A Poison Like No Other 
Matt Simon 
Simon reveals a whole new 
dimension to the plastic crisis, one 
even more disturbing than plastic 
bottles washing up on shores and 
grocery bags dumped in landfills. 
Dealing with discarded plastic is 
bad enough, but when it starts to 
break down, the real trouble begins. 
Island Press
$30.00  |  978164832358

Distilled Genius 
Susan Branch 

Charmingly handwritten and 
water-colored in Susan’s 

inimitable style, this forty-year 
carefully curated collection of 

quotes from Susan’s lifelong 
search for deeper meaning, joy, 

and fulfillment in life  
Spring Street Publishing

$31.95  |  9780996044066

The West Wing and Beyond
Pete Souza

Go behind the scenes of the 
West Wing—into the Oval Office 

and Situation Room, aboard  
Air Force One, and beyond—

with #1 bestselling author 
and former presidential 

photographer Pete Souza.
Voracious

$50.00  |  9780316383370

The Revolutionary:  
Samuel Adams
Stacy Schiff
Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer 
Stacy Schiff returns Adams to his  
seat of glory, introducing us to the 
shrewd, eloquent, and intensely 
disciplined man who supplied 
the moral backbone of the 
American Revolution. 
Little Brown and Company
$35.00  |   9780316441117

The Song of the Cell 
Siddhartha Mukherjee
From Pulitzer Prize-winning author  
of The Emperor of All Maladies, 
Siddhartha Mukherjee comes The 
Song of the Cell, a panoramic and 
intimate exploration of our radical new 
ability to manipulate cells and how that 
knowledge is saving lives. 
Scribner Book Company 
$32.50  |   9781982117351 

Nonfiction
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Jacques Pepin 
Art of the Chicken
Jacques Pepin
From legendary chef Jacques 
Pepin, a book celebrating 
his lifelong love of chickens, 
featuring dozens of his 
celebrated paintings and more 
than 50 recipes, along with a 
treasure trove of poignant and 
often humorous stories.
Harvest Publications 
$30.00  |  9780358654513

Ottolenghi Test Kitchen:  
Extra Good Things 
Yotam Ottolenghi
Yotam Ottolenghi, Noor Murad, and 
the test kitchen superteam behind 
the New York Times bestseller 
Shelf Love deliver maximum-
flavor recipes with make-ahead 
condiments, sauces, and more 
toppings that transform any dish 
into an Ottolenghi favorite.
Clarkson Potter Publishers 
$32.00  |  9780593234389

What’s for Dessert 
Claire Saffitz

A love letter to dessert by the 
New York Times bestselling 

author of Dessert Person. 
Clarkson Potter Publishers

$37.50  |  9781984826985

The Nightmare 
Before Christmas

Kim Laidlaw, Jody Revenson  
and Caroline Hall 

Throw the best soirée of 
any season with this official 
cookbook and entertaining  

guide inspired by Tim Burton’s 
iconic film The Nightmare 

Before Christmas.
Insight Editions 

$29.99  |  9781647221577

The Fresh Eggs Daily Cookbook 
Lisa Steele 
Fresh Eggs Daily blogger Steele 
lays down as many tips and 
recipes as her chickens do eggs 
in this innovative and plucky 
collection.... This will be hard 
to beat. —Publishers Weekly, 
starred review
Harper Horizon
$27.99  |  9780785245261

The Art of the Board
Olivia Carney 
With Carney’s friendly guidance, 
you’ll go from hopeless host 
to host with the most—one 
salami rose at a time with 
over 75 seasonally inspired, 
approachable snack boards, 
recipes, and cocktails.
Gibbs Smith 
$27.99  |  9781423661368

The King Arthur Backing 
School: Lessons and Recipes  

for Every Baker 
King Arthur Baking Company 

In its first full-color cookbook, 
the renowned Baking School 

at King Arthur shares more  
than 100 recipes and  
essential techniques.

Countryman Press
$45.00  |  9781682686157

New England Desserts 
Tammy Donroe Inman 

This new book—near and dear 
to my New England heart—is 

bound to become the definitive 
volume of the classic recipes 
of the region, all updated for 

the modern, seasonal, and 
ingredients-driven kitchen. 

I cannot wait to dig in!” 
 —Alana Chernila, author of  

The Homemade Pantry.
Globe Pequot Press

$30.00  |  9781493063741

Preppy Kitchen 
John Kanell
Enjoy decadent, delicious 
seasonal comfort foods and 
desserts you can make at home 
no matter what your cooking 
level from the beloved social 
media star @PreppyKitchen.
Simon Elements 
$32.50  |  9781982178376

The Cook You Want to Be 
Andy Baraghani 
One of the most anticipated 
cookbooks of 2022—Time, 
Delish, Food52. A trove of 
go-to recipes and knowledge, 
stunning photographs, and 
delicious, simple home cooking 
for modern times.
Lorena Jones Books
$35.00  |  9781984858566

Cooking
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Scratch-Off Hidden Pictures:
Animal Puzzles
Puzzle, scratch, and draw! Reveal 
animal-themed scenes bursting 
with color while solving while 
solving Hidden Pictures puzzles 
and other activities. Includes a 
wooden stylus.
Highlights Press
$14.99  |  9781644726754

Stellarlune
Shannon Messenger
In this stunning ninth book in the  
New York Times bestselling Keeper 
of the Lost Cities series, Sophie  
and her friends discover the true 
meaning of power—and evil.
Aladdin Paperbacks
$21.99  |   9781534438521

Skandar and the Unicorn Thief, Vol. 1
A.F. Steadman 

Thirteen-year-old Skandar has 
always wanted to be a Unicorn rider, 

but when the mysterious Weaver 
steals the most powerful unicorn 
in the world, Skandar must face 
sky battles, ancient secrets, and 

bloodthirsty unicorns in order 
to save his island.

Simon & Schuster Books 
for Young Readers 

$18.99  |  9781665912730

Zachary Ying and the  
Dragon Emperor

Xiran Jay Zhao
Percy Jackson meets Tristan Strong 

in this hilarious, action-packed 
middle grade contemporary fantasy 

that follows a young boy as he 
journeys across China to seal the 

underworld shut and save  
the mortal realm.

Margaret K. McElderry Books 
$17.99  |  9781665900706

Bunnicula
James Howe, Andrew Donkin  
and Stephen Gilpin
Celebrate over forty years of the 
modern classic Bunnicula with  
this fang-tastic graphic novelization 
that will send a shiver down your 
spine and leave you howling  
with laughter!
Atheneum Books for 
Young Readers
$12.99  |  9781534421622

Front Country 
Sara St. Antoine
Eighth grader Ginny Shepard 
attempts to ground herself after 
realizing that the world is apathetic 
to the very real, very urgent realities 
of climate change, and reckoning 
with her own feelings of guilt  
and impotence.
Chronicle Books 
$17.99  |  9781797215631

Children’s

The Christmas Book Flood
Emily Kilgore and Kitty Moss 
The northern lights dance, snow blankets the ground, it’s 
the Christmas season—so the Book Flood begins! The 
Christmas Book Flood is a cozy, heartfelt picture book about 
the search to find just the right books to gift loved ones 
on Christmas Eve—based on a real Icelandic tradition.   
People plan and they dream, and they visit the shops for 
books to give loved ones, and families, and friends.  And 
when Christmas Eve comes, they’ll share magical stories, 
curl up by the fire, and read, read, read, read!  This lovely 
and lyrical book brings all the sparkle and anticipation of 
Christmas—and the joys of reading—to the page. 
Farrar, Straus and Giroux
$18.99  |  9780374388997
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Troublemakers in Trousers
Sarah Albee and Kaja Kajfez

Meet twenty-one women 
throughout history who broke 

fashion and norms to do 
something groundbreaking 
in this unique middle-grade 

collection that celebrates 
trailblazers and troublemakers.

Charlesbridge Publishing
$18.99  |  9781623540951

Diary of a Wimpy Kid 
Jeff Kinney

Greg records his sixth-grade 
experiences in a middle school 

where he and his best friend 
Rowley, undersized weaklings amid 

boys who need to shave twice 
daily, hope just to survive, but when 

Rowley grows more popular, Greg 
must take drastic measures to  

save their friendship.
Amulet Books

$14.99  |  9781419761102

Diper Overload
Jeff Kinney
In book 17 of the Diary of a 
Wimpy Kid series Greg Heffley  
is finding out that the road to  
fame and glory comes with  
some hard knocks.
Amulet Books 
$14.99  |  9781419762949

Cat Kid Comic Club: Collaborations
Dav Pilkey
The Cat Kid Comic Club learns to 
collaborate in this creative, funny, 
and insightful graphic novel by the 
author and illustrator of Dog Man.
Graphix
$12.99  |  9781338846621

Attack of the Black Rectangles
Amy Sarig King 

When sixth-grader Mac discovers 
several words of his classroom copy 
of Jane Yolen’s The Devil’s Arithmetic 
are blacked out he is outraged, so he, 

his friends, and his eccentric family 
set out to do something about the 

censorship imposed by one teacher 
and the school board.

Scholastic Press
$18.99  |  9781338680522

Wildoak
C.C. Harrington

When the fates of a snow leopard,  
a child, and an ancient forest  
collide, the unimaginable can 

happen. Perfect for fans of Pax  
and The One and Only Ivan.

Scholastic Press
$18.99  |  9781338803860

The Door of No Return 
Kwame Alexander 
From New York Times bestselling 
author Kwame Alexander comes the 
first book in a searing, breathtaking 
trilogy that tells the story of a boy,  
a village, and the epic odyssey  
of an African family.
Little, Brown Books  
for Young Readers 
$17.99  |  9780316441865

The Inkwell Chronicles: 
The Ink of Elspet, Book 1
J.D. Peabody
Immerse yourself in this fast-paced 
middle-grade fantasy about magic 
ink, a secret society, and a boy  
who yearns to make his mark.
Worthy Kids
$16.99  |  9781546001980

Children’s
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Sweet Valley Twins:  
Best Friends
Francine Pascal, Claudia Aguirre and 
Nicole Andelfinger
Francine Pascal’s New York Times 
bestselling Sweet Valley Twins comes to 
life in a new graphic novel that will delight 
fans old and new. Jessica and Elizabeth 
are ready for middle school, but can  
they grow up without growing apart?
Random House Graphic
$13.99  |  9780593376461



The Highlights Book of How
Highlights
Covering an impressive variety of 
things kids are curious about—
from how the moon formed, to 
how humans grow hair, to how 
popcorn pops, it includes practical 
experiments and activities with 
each science question empower 
kids to actively investigate the 
world around them and to develop  
a lifelong love of learning.
Highlights 
$29.99  |   9781644728499

How to Master Your Social Power  
in Middle School

Bonnie Zucker and 
Deandra Hodge

With advice for tweens and teens 
on building healthy relationships and 

avoiding toxic ones, Zucker uses 
brief stories involving middle school 

students to illustrate social power, or 
the dynamic between peers. 

Magination Press
$16.99  |  978143838149

Good Night Stories for 
Rebel Girls 

Jess Hamilton and Maithy Vu
The fifth volume of the best-selling 

Good Night Stories for Rebel 
Girls series, 100 Inspiring Young 

Changemakers, shines a spotlight 
on extraordinary young women 

who are making their mark
on the world today.

Rebel Girls
$35.00  |  9781953424341

Weird But True World
In this big, bold annual 
compendium, readers will 
discover a whole wide world of 
wacky, wild, and weird wonders 
on planet Earth, from the troll 
dog bug of Suriname to a 
technicolor village in Indonesia.
National Geographic Kids 
$24.99  |  9781426373312

Magnolia Flower
Zora Neale Hurston, Loveis Wise 
and Ibram X. Kendi
From beloved African American 
folklorist Hurston comes a moving 
adaptation by National Book 
Award winner Ibram X. Kendi, 
Magnolia Flower follows a young 
Afro Indigenous girl who longs 
for freedom and is gorgeously 
illustrated by Loveis Wise.
Amistad Books for Young Readers
$19.99  |   9780063098312

The Wolf Suit 
Sid Sharp 

“A lovely, lush allegory about the 
joys and terrors of trying on a 

new look.”—Michael DeForge, 
Eisner Award-nominated creator 

of Sticks Angelica, Folk Hero. 
Annick Press 

$19.99  |  9781773217208

I Want to be a Vase 
Julio Torres and Julian Glander 

An ambitious toilet  
plunger expresses his  

desire to be a vase.
Atheneum Books for 

Young Readers 
$18.99  |  9781534493902

The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s 
Very First Encyclopedia 
An early reader’s encyclopedia 
featuring Eric Carle’s Very 
hungry caterpillar.
DK Publishing
$24.99  |  9780744065237

Standing in the Need of Prayer
Carole Boston Weatherford  
and Frank Morrison
From an award-winning author 
and a critically acclaimed artist 
comes a deeply moving picture 
book chronicling the milestones, 
struggles, and triumphs of 
African American history. Based 
on the spiritual “Standing in the 
Need of Prayer,” a perfect gift  
or timeless keepsake! 
Crown Books for Young Readers
$18.99  |  97805933063459

Children’s



Moo, Baa, Fa La La La La!
Sandra Boynton 
A brand-new Christmas board 
book from the beloved and 
bestselling Sandra Boynton  
that will have everyone singing 
FA LA LA LA LA!
Boynton Bookworks
$6.99  |  9781665914352

Creepy Crayon!
Peter Brown and  
Aaron Reynolds 
From the team behind the New York Times 
bestselling Creepy Carrots! and Creepy 
Pair of Underwear! comes the third in this 
hilariously spooky series about a young 
rabbit and his peculiar encounters—
featuring a sinister crayon. 
Simon & Schuster Books  
for Young Readers
$18.99  |  9781534465886

Mermaid Dance 
Matthew Van Fleet and  
Mara Van Fleet
Follow along with the merkids as 
their sea creature friends form 
a dance party and teach them 
the narwhal nod, the silly seal 
spin, polar bear twist, and more! 
Little ones can use the six sturdy 
pull tabs to make the characters 
move as they dance their way  
to the grand pop-up finale.
Paula Wiseman Books
$21.99  |  9781665904919

Lizzie and the Cloud
Terry Fan and Eric Fan 
From the critically acclaimed, 
award-winning creators of Ocean 
Meets Sky and The Night Gardener 
comes a whimsical and sweet tale 
of a young girl who cares for her 
pet cloudas it grows.
Simon & Schuster Books  
for Young Readers
$18.99  |  9781534483170

Meanwhile Back on Earth . . . 
Oliver Jeffers

A spectacular new picturebook 
from the creator of international 

bestsellers Here We Are and 
What We’ll Build that will give 

readers perspective on our 
place in space.

Philomel Books 
$24.99  |  9780593621523

Patchwork 
Matt de la Pena and Corinna Luyken 

From a Newbery Medal-winning 
author and a New York Times 

bestselling illustrator comes a  
deeply moving ode to the  

complexity and uniqueness  
of every child.

G.P. Putnam’s Sons Books 
for Young Readers

$18.99  |  9781984813961

Big Bold Beautiful Me
Jane Yolen, Maddison Stemple-
Piatt and Chloe Burgett
Kids will delight in reading 
this book and find themselves 
marching along and standing 
side-by-side protagonists just 
like them who portray body 
positivity in a loud, proud,  
and very fun way.
Magination Press
$16.99  |  9781433838644
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Piney the Lonesome Pine
Jane West Bakerink

Holiday traditions come in all 
shapes and sizes in this fun 
adventure following a little 

sapling on a journey to become 
an amazing Christmas tree.

Running Press Kids
$18.99  |  9780762481804

Miss Mary’s Christmas Mittens
Trinka Hakes Noble and  

Renee Andriani
A teacher who wants to knit 

mittens as Christmas gifts for 
her students finds a creative 
solution when she runs into 

a yarn shortage.
Sleeping Bear Press

$17.99  |  9781534111677

Children’s



Mr.  McCloskey’s 
Marvelous Mallards
Emma Bland Smith and  
Becca Stadtlander
This behind-the-scenes look at 
the creation of the classic and 
beloved picture book Make 
Way for Ducklings will captivate 
young artists, writers, readers, 
and animal lovers alike.
Calkins Creek Books 
$18.99  |  9781635923926

I Am Me
Susan Verde and  

Peter H. Reynolds
Embrace individuality and 

being your authentic self in this 
companion to New York Times 

bestsellers I Am Human  
and I Am Love!

Abrams Books for  
Young Readers

$15.99  |  9781419746482

The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Mac Barnett and Jon Klassen

The debut of a groundbreaking 
Fairy Tale series—a brilliantly 
crafted, hilarious twist on this 

beloved classic, The Three Billy 
Goats Gruff, from renowned, 

award-winning, and New York 
Times bestselling duo and 

picture book pioneers.  
Orchard Books 

$18.99  |  9781338673845

Dragonboy and the  
Wonderful Night
Fabio Napoleoni
Dragonboy and his stuffed 
animal friends love exploring, 
and what better place to explore 
than their own backyard... at 
night. Everything looks different, 
everything feels different,  
and everything is just a little 
more special.
Little Brown Books fo 
Young Readers
$17.99  |  9780316462181

Witch Hazel 
Molly Idle
Transform dust into magical 
memories in this moving 
intergenerational tale that 
celebrates stories and the  
time we have together.
Little Brown Books for 
Young Readers
$18.99  |  9780316541138

Alphabreaths Too
Christopher Willard,  
Daniel Rechtschaffem 
and Holly Clifton-Brown
Teach children the basics of 
mindful breathing--along with 
their ABCs—in this playful and 
interactive picture book.
Sounds True
$18.99  |  9781683648574

Nothing Special 
Desiree Cooper and Bec Sloane  

Six-year-old Jax visits his 
grandparents down South, 

bonding with them over the 
simple joys of timeless summer 

fun in this lavishly illustrated 
celebration of family. 

Wayne State University Press
$18.99  |  9780814349731

Tomie Depaola’s Book of 
Christmas Carols

Tomie Depaola
This beautifully illustrated 

collection has been carefully 
refreshed with its thirty-one 

classic Christmas carols 
illustrated by the beloved  

Tomie dePaola that will be 
perfect for making the holidays 

merry and bright.
Simon & Schuster Books  

for Young Readers
$19.99  |  9781534494855

Latkes and Applesauce 
Fran Manushkin and Kris Easler 
A cat and dog create a 
Hanukkah miracle, just in the 
nick of time in this updated 
reissue of the beloved 
holiday classic. 
Charlesbridge Press
$17.99  |  9781623541569
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Children’s



The Night Before Christmas, 
Classic Edition
Clement Moore and  
Charles Santore
The Night Before Christmas is 
an enchanting Christmas story 
that has brought Santa to life 
for generations, and here is the 
#1 New York Times bestselling 
edition of this classic poem.
Applesauce Press
$19.95  |  9781604332377

A Very Mercy Christmas
Kate DeCamillo and  
Chris Van Dusen
For fans of Mercy Watson, 
old and new, comes a joyful 
crescendo of favorite characters 
in a picture-book celebration  
of the quiet miracles the  
holidays bring. Mercy  
ornament included!
Candlewick Press
$18.99  |  9781536213607

The Twelve Days of Christmas
Briana Corr Scott
The author-illustrator behind 
Wildflower and The Book of 
Selkie brings her naturalist’s  
eye to the classic song, The 
Twelve Days of Christmas, in 
this gorgeous giftbook edition.
Nimbus Publishing
$17.95  |  9781774710968

Count on Us! 
Gabi Snyder and Sarah Walsh 
Learn how a movement builds from one person to a billion in 
this A to Z environmental activism book. Readers count from  
1 to 10—and then in larger increments to a billion—as they 
learn new terms from “conservation” to “activism.” 
Barefoot Books 
$17.99  |  9781646866243

Harvest Days
Kate DePalma and Martina Peluso 
Explore harvest festivals from around the globe! Lyrical, 
rhyming text and lush, detailed artwork from Italian artist 
Martina Peluso immerse young readers in some of the 
most ancient traditions in the world. 
Barefoot Books 
$17.99  |  9781646866267
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Go Barefoot this Holiday Season!

Perfectly Pegasus
Jessie Sima

A lonely pegasus looks for the 
perfect friend in this sweet 
and adorable picture book 

companion to the bestselling 
Not Quite Narwhal!

Simon & Schuster Books  
for Young Readers

$17.99  |  9781534497177

Creature
Shaun Tan 

From the creator of  
The Arrival, a collection of  

essays illuminating his thoughts 
and advice for writers and 

artists, young and old.
Levine Querido 

$35.00  |  9781646142002

Children’s



Ain’t Burned All the Bright 
Jason Reynolds and Jason Griffin
Prepare yourself for something unlike 
anything: A smash-up of art and text 
for teens that viscerally captures 
what it is to be Black in America right 
now. “A gripping, emotional look 
into the life of a Black family living 
through what is evidently the early 
months of the Covid-19 pandemic.”
—Shelf Awareness
Atheneum Books
$19.99  |  9781534439467

Nothing More to Tell 
Karen M. McManus

In the new thriller from the #1 New 
York Times bestselling author of One 

of Us Is Lying, Brynn is determined 
to solve the murder of her favorite 

teacher. Keep your friends close and 
your secrets closer. 

Delacorte Press
$19.99  |  9780593175903

Lightlark 
Alex Aster

In order to break a curse on her 
kingdom, Isla Crown, the young ruler 

of Wilding, must compete in the 
Centennial, a deadly game that only 

the rulers of six realms are invited 
to play, and to survive she must lie, 

cheat, and betray—even as love 
threatens to undo everything.

Amulet Books 
$19.99  |  9781419760860

We Deserve Monuments 
Jas Hammonds 
Family secrets, a swoon-worthy 
romance, and a slow-burn mystery 
collide in We Deserve Monuments, 
a YA debut from Jas Hammonds that 
explores how racial violence can 
ripple down through generations.
Roaring Brook Press
$18.99  |  9781250816559

The Sunbearer Trials 
Aiden Thomas
Welcome to The Sunbearer Trials, 
where teen semidioses compete  
in a series of challenges with the 
highest of stakes, in this electric 
new Mexican-inspired fantasy. 
Feiwel & Friends 
$18.99  |  9781250822130

I Was Born for This 
Alice Oseman 

“In this immersive, character-
driven drama, Oseman thoughtfully 

highlights the cost of celebrity on 
one’s mental health alongside the 

ways in which online fandoms can 
both build community and fan the 

flames of obsession and parasocial 
behavior.”—Publishers Weekly 

Scholastic Press
$18.99  |  9781338830934

Braiding Sweetgrass for Young Adults 
Robin Wall Kimmerer,
Monique Gray Smith

and Nicole Neidhardt 
Drawing from her experiences, botanist 

Kimmerer demonstrated how all living 
things provide us with gifts and lessons. 

Now for young adults this new 
edition reinforces how ecological 

understanding stems from listening to  
the earth’s oldest teachers:

the plants around us. 
Zest Books 

$17.99  |  9781728458991

A Scatter of Light 
Malinda Lo 
Last Night at the Telegraph Club 
author Malinda Lo returns to the 
Bay Area with another masterful 
queer coming-of-age story, this 
time set against the backdrop of the 
first major Supreme Court decisions 
legalizing gay marriage.
Dutton Books for Young Readers 
$18.99  |  9780525555285

Love Radio 
Ebony Ladelle
Hitch meets The Sun Is Also a Star 
in this witty and romantic teen novel 
about a self-professed teen love 
doctor with a popular radio segment 
who believes he can get a girl who 
hates all things romance to fall in  
love with him in only three dates.
Simon & Schuster Books
for Young Readers 
$19.99  |  9781665908153

Young Adult

Hell Followed with Us 
Andrew Joseph White
A furious, queer debut novel about 
embracing the monster within and 
unleashing its power against your 
oppressors. “A long, sustained 
scream to the various strains of anti-
transgender legislation multiplying 
around the world like, well, a virus. 
—The New York Times
Peachtree Teen 
$18.99  |  9781682633243
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Picture Books  
Keepunumuk: Weeâchumun’s Thanksgiving Story 
Danielle Greendear, Anthony Perry, Alexis Bunten and Garry Meeches, Sr. 
In this Wampanoag story told in a Native tradition, two kids from the Mashpee Wampanoag  
tribe learn the story of Weeâchumun (corn) and the first Thanksgiving.
Charlesbridge Press

Middle Grade 
Zachary Ying and the Dragon Emperor
Xiran Jay Zhao
Percy Jackson meets Tristan Strong in this hilarious, action-packed middle grade contemporary 
fantasy that follows a young boy as he journeys across China to seal the underworld shut and 
save the mortal realm.
Margaret K. McElderry Books 
$17.99  |  9781665900706

Young Adult  
Squire
Nadia Shammas and Sara Alfageeh
“Deftly tackles complex subjects such as war, loyalty, and imperialism, all made humane
 and relatable through a young, compelling protagonist.”—ALA Booklist, starred review
Quill Tree Books 
$14.99  |  9780062945846

Fiction 
Night of the Living Rez
Morgan Talty 
Set in a Native community in Maine, Night of the Living Rez is a riveting debut collection 
about what it means to be Penobscot in the twenty-first century and what it means to live, 
to survive, and to persevere after tragedy.
Tin House Books 
$16.95  |  9781953534187

Nonfiction 
Dirtbag, Massachusetts
Isaac Fitzgerald
Isaac Fitzgerald has lived many lives. He’s been an altar boy, a bartender, a fat kid, a smuggler, 
a biker, a prince of New England. But before all that, he was a bomb that exploded his parents’ 
lives—or so he was told. With warmth and humor, he recounts his ongoing search for forgiveness, 
a more far-reaching vision of masculinity, and a more expansive definition of family and self.
Bloomsbury Publishing 
$27.00  |  9781635573978

Poetry
 

Such Color
Tracy K. Smith 
Collecting the best poems from Smith’s award-winning books and culminating in thirty pages 
of brilliant, excoriating new poems, these new works confront America’s historical and contemporary 
racism and injustices, while they also rise toward the registers of the ecstatic, the rapturous, and 
the sacred—urging us toward love as a resistance to everything that impedes it.
Graywolf Press
$26.00  |  9781644450673
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